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ADVISORY

The Vigilance

Division at FCI Headquarters

which anomalies and irregularities
was observed.

Security

actually verifying

deposits

in

of the empanelled/registered

parties were

given by them to the effect that

the stocks for the purpose it was meant for, without

the utilization

action like forefeiture

a complaint

in processing the sale of damaged food grains

released merely on the basis of undertaking
they utilized/processed

investigated

of stocks for which Regional office has taken

of SD of one of the parties including

disciplinary

action

against concerned FCI officers.

All the parties have also been debarred

by RO, Delhi from purchasing

damaged food grains from FCI/State Agencies and said parties have not been
registered or registeration

reviewed since Feb'2009.

As regard at initial registration

of those parties as empanelled

purchaser

of damaged food grains from State Govt. agencies by Regional Office, Delhi, the
same was found in order by the Zonal Office and they have further
there were no irregularities

at the time of registration

stated that

of these parties with FCI

Regional Office, Delhi.

As a measure of preventive
introduce

vigilance,

QC Division, Hqrs is advised to

two bid system i.e. Technical and Financial bid in the limited tender

for sale of damaged food grains. In the technical bid, the documents as required
for the registration

of approved parties be got re-verified

on the date of tender

inquiry, so as to avoid any lapse as it is always possible that a firm which was
operational

at the time of registration

business/stopped

operations.

involve re-verification

may have subsequently

It is recommended

of registration

gone out of

that the two bid system should

particulars.
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List of documents
bid re-verification

which require to be requisitioned

be decided by the operational

The above advisory
implementing

technical

division.

by the Operating

Division for

the same.

(ANILb~lb

Encl: As above.

v.::::

may be examined

alongwith
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